Fatin Mayasari Bte Amran

Picture of Positivity

Nitec in Video Production

Fatin Mayasari Bte Amran is a storyteller, except she does so through music and
moving pictures. While music is her first love, video production was something
she grew to enjoy while at ITE. Both, however, are her avenues for expressing
herself.

ITE College Central

During her two years at ITE, Fatin gave her all. Her commitment and excellent
work attitude shone through in her co-curricular activities and class work – traits
which earned her praises at the company she interned at.
Well-liked by her peers, Fatin does not hesitate to guide or push her classmates
to do better. When a classmate displayed signs of depression, Fatin was there
to support her mentally and academically. Today, Fatin continues to check in on
her and celebrate each little step towards recovery. For her diligence, spirit of
excellence and positivity, Fatin is indeed a role model for peers.

Think Positive

“My best memory of ITE would be my Final Year Project. I learnt a lot about myself
and my way of thinking during that period. The project basically summed up
my past two years. If things don’t turn out well, or it is something that I had not
envisioned, being able to change my perception can help turn things around
for the better!”

After ITE

Fatin is currently pursuing a Diploma in Media Post-Production at Ngee Ann
Polytechnic. She would like to explore a career in the media industry upon
graduation.

Top Achievements

• Despite studying at ITE College Central, Fatin rose to become Section Leader
and Vice President of the ITE West Concert Band – a band she first joined
as an honorary member while still in secondary school. She used her video
production skills to put together a series of band recordings.
• Fatin was also part of the ACE programme and was involved in several
community events where she imparted the skills she learnt to secondary
school students and Institute of Mental Health patients.
• Her excellent academic performance saw her graduate with a perfect Grade
Point Average of 4.0. She was on the Director’s List every semester.
• The multi-talented Fatin is also a songwriter (since she was 12!) but was too
shy to showcase her work. One of her originals was featured in her Final Year
Project.
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